A rehearsal is a time to work on a piece. Rehearsals are the time and place to make mistakes and fix them. It can be used for different purposes like running the piece for stamina, changing choreography, and fixing timing and spacing mistakes.

A plan for choreography is the steps that have to be completed before the rehearsal process. This is when you figure out the majority of the choreography, what you will complete in the rehearsal time, music, costumes, and other elements.

Our rehearsal schedule and plan is as stated below.

Music: Nathan Daughtery - Techno-Pop (MIDI Recreation)

Costumes: Different styles, (skirt, pants, shorts) in one color.

Lighting: Something simple in warm colors.

Schedule:
Tuesday: Finalize choreography and partnering work (1st priority) and discuss other production elements including music, our 2nd sound, costumes, and lighting.

Wednesday: Have all production elements finalized

Thursday: Final Practice

Friday: Present our final project